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Foreword
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This document has been prepared under a mandate given to CEN by the European Commission and the European Free Trade Association, and supports essential requirements of EU Directive 94/9/EC.

For relationship with EU Directive 94/9/EC, see informative Annex ZA, which is an integral part of this document.
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Introduction

The function of this type A standard (description of general principles) as defined in CEN Guide 414 is to describe principles for a consistent systematic procedure for ignition risk assessment depending on Group II or Group I equipment.

Annex A is informative and contains examples for ignition risk assessment.

This European Standard does not provide means to prove the conformity of equipment categories. The procedure of ignition risk assessment for the design of equipment and components lead to a defined safety level which allows categorisation according to the appropriate criteria.

It is in both the manufacturer’s and user’s interest to establish a common methodology for achieving safety, reliability and efficacy in functioning and operating equipment and components with respect to the ignition hazards. Thus, ignition risk assessment is a tool which provides the essential link between manufacturers and users, but only aspects that directly address manufacturers are incorporated.

Integrated explosion safety is conceived to prevent the formation of explosive atmospheres as well as sources of ignition and, should an explosion nevertheless occur, to halt it immediately and/or to limit its effects. In this connection, the manufacturer must take measures with respect to the potential ignition sources. In addition, equipment and component must be designed and constructed after due analysis of possible operating faults in order as far as possible to preclude dangerous situations taking the misuse which can reasonably be anticipated into account. Therefore it is absolutely necessary to conduct an ignition risk assessment process.

For the equipment and components the identification of the potential ignition sources is the most relevant part of the ignition risk assessment.
1 Scope

This European Standard specifies basic methodology used in achieving safety of equipment for intended use in potentially explosive atmospheres.

The provisions specified in this European Standard are intended for the designer. It also specifies a strategy for standard makers.

This European Standard specifies the procedure and information required to allow ignition risk assessment to be carried out for the design of equipment or component.

This European Standard provides advice for a decision to be made for the categorisation of equipment but does not provide means to prove the conformity of equipment categories.

In this procedure the following information is to be taken into account:

a) Possible occurrence of an explosive atmosphere inside the equipment or component or penetrating the equipment or component from the outside (in normal operation or during malfunctions) and the amount of explosive atmosphere involved leading to possible explosion impact inside of the equipment or component;

b) equipment or components surrounded by an explosive atmosphere (in normal operation or during malfunctions);

c) equipment or components wholly or partly surrounded by an explosive atmosphere considering also any explosive atmosphere in connection (in normal operation or during malfunctions);

d) presence and likelihood (effectiveness) of ignition sources.

The final objective is designing and manufacturing equipment or components intended for use in potentially explosive atmospheres. For this purpose equipment or components if necessary should be designed with adequate preventive and/or protective measures.

This European Standard specifies neither specific methods of analysis associated with ignition risk assessment, nor specific requirements for a category of equipment. It describes the methodology of ignition risk assessment.

This European Standard does not apply to equipment with a potentially explosive atmosphere inside under operating conditions, and without interfaces to an external potentially explosive atmospheres.

This European Standard is applicable to all categories of equipment referred to in EN 13463-1.

This ignition risk assessment procedure does not preclude the conditions prevailing in an installation where the equipment or component is put into operation by a user.

NOTE Functional safety assessment of protective systems is covered by EN 15233.

2 Normative references

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies.

EN 1127-1, Explosive atmospheres — Explosion prevention and protection — Part 1: Basic concepts and methodology
3 Terms and definitions

For the purposes of this document, the terms and definitions given in EN 13237:2003 and the following apply.

3.1 ignition risk
probability of occurrence of an ignition source that is capable of igniting an explosive atmosphere

3.2 ignition hazard
occurrence of a potential ignition source that is capable of igniting an explosive atmosphere

3.3 potential ignition source
equipment related ignition source that has the capability to ignite an explosive atmosphere (i.e. to become an effective ignition source)

3.4 protective measure
means used to reduce the probability of an ignition source to become effective

3.5 ignition risk estimation
determination of the probability of the occurrence of an ignition source

3.6 ignition risk evaluation
procedure to determine whether the intended level of protection (related to the equipment category) has been achieved

4 General requirements

4.1 Basic concept

Ignition risk assessment is a series of logical steps (see Figure 1) that enable designers and safety engineers to examine in a systematic way, the function of an equipment or component arising from its use in a potentially explosive atmosphere and to decide whether protective measures and/or type of protection are needed. The objective shall be to achieve an adequate level of safety.

Ignition risk assessment includes the following four steps:

a) product description: performance, lifetime, configuration (see 5.2),

b) identification of ignition hazards (see 5.3),

c) ignition risk estimation (see 5.4),

d) ignition risk evaluation (see 5.5).

These four steps are the basis for the decision whether the intended safety level is achieved (see 5.6). The result of the assessment shall be detailed in the technical documentation (see Clause 6).